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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

3:05 p.m.2

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Good afternoon.  This is3

Judge Gibson with the Atomic Safety and Licensing4

Board Panel.5

Is the court reporter on the line with us?6

COURT REPORTER:  I am here, Your Honor. 7

I am ready to proceed.8

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you.9

We're here this afternoon on the renewal10

of a license for the in situ leach mining operation of11

Crow Butte Resources, Docket No. 40-8943.12

After the initial decision issued by this13

board in this matter was affirmed by the Nuclear14

Regulatory Commission we set this matter for a status15

conference, which I believe is now our sixth.16

With me on the Board are Judges Bollwerk 17

and -- I don't think Judge Arnold is with us, but18

Judge Bollwerk is.19

And as you can probably tell, we are still20

appearing virtually, as are you.  Along with us is our21

law clerk Ian Curry, as well as our two new law22

clerks, Brooke Taylor and Allison Wood.23

Before we proceed further I want to note24

that we are recording this status conference, but are25
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doing so solely as a backup for the court reporter in1

case a problem arises with the transcription.2

I would now like to have announcements of3

counsel beginning with Crow Butte.4

MR. LEWIS:  Good afternoon.  This is David5

Lewis from the law firm Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw6

Pittman representing Crow Butte Resources.  Also on7

the conference is my colleague Anne Leidich.8

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you.9

For the NRC staff?10

MS. SIMON:  Good afternoon.  This is11

Marcia Simon for the NRC staff and my co-counsel12

Lorraine Baer is also on the call.13

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you.  For the14

Oglala Sioux Tribe?15

MR. REID:  Good afternoon, Judge Gibson. 16

This is Andrew Reid for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.17

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Reid.18

For Consolidated Interveners?19

MR. FRANKEL:  Hello, Your Honor.  David20

Frankel for Consolidated Interveners, and --21

MR. BALLANCO:  This is Tom Ballanco for22

Consolidated Interveners.23

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Very well.  Thank you.24

As I've tried to note at the beginning of25
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every argument, conference, or hearing that we've held1

in this matter, because artifacts and historic sites2

are central to this proceeding, it is important that3

all of us be mindful that insofar as our discussions4

during this status conference might implicate either5

the nature or the location of any of those cultural6

resources, please flag that for us and we will simply7

set discussion of that topic aside until the end of8

this status conference when we can exclude the public9

and will proceed into a non-public format to address10

those matters.11

Likewise, as I noted in our previous12

status conferences since the Commission's decision,13

this board's job here is not in any way to supervise14

the performance of the NRC staff, but rather to15

monitor the progress that the staff is making to16

address the cultural resources issues that we17

adjudicated previously and that are addressed in our18

initial decision.19

Judge Bollwerk, before we allow Ms. Simon20

to address us on the progress that is being made on21

the cultural resources issues, is there anything else22

that we need to cover at this time?23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I don't think so.  I will24

have -- I'd like to hear what she has to say, then I25
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may have some questions.  Thank you.1

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you, Judge2

Bollwerk.3

Okay, Ms. Simon.  Please proceed.4

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  Thank you, Judge5

Gibson.  6

As you're likely aware from our status7

updates in September and October, there's been a lot8

of activity since our last status conference on August9

5th.  And on behalf of the staff I would like to thank10

counsel and also the representatives of the Tribe and11

Crow Butte Resources for their efforts over the past12

few months to get us to this point.13

Rather than go through a detailed14

recitation of all of the activities that have taken15

place since the August status conference, I'm just16

going to focus on the activities that have occurred17

since our most recent report, which was filed on18

October 1st.19

And as stated in that report, the Tribe20

has identified Quality Services, Incorporated as the21

contractor to carry out a survey of the Crow Butte22

license area according to the staff's final23

methodology, and Crow Butte and the Tribe have agreed24

on a dollar amount to cover the costs of the survey. 25
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On October 1st Ms. Baer and I met with1

Crow Butte's counsel and counsel for the Tribe to2

discuss a proposed start date for the survey and3

coordination of logistics after a contract has been4

signed.  And during that meeting Mr. Reid said that5

the Tribe would not be able to confirm its start date6

until the contract was signed and that some7

flexibility might be necessary.  8

On October 4th Mr. Reid informed counsel9

for the staff and for Crow Butte that the Tribe's in-10

house counsel had to review the contract with Quality11

Services before it could be signed, and therefore the12

contract would not be able to go before the Land13

Committee until October 11th.14

And then a couple days later Mr. Reid15

informed counsel again that the Tribe and Quality16

Services had confirmed that they could start the on-17

the-ground work on October 18th provided that the18

Tribe's contract review and approval process went19

forward as anticipated.20

So in anticipation of an October 18th21

start date, last Friday the staff reached out to the22

points of contact for Crow Butte, the Tribe, Quality23

Services to arrange a meeting later this week, either24

tomorrow or Thursday, to discuss logistics.25
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And the staff is also aware that Mr. Reid1

and Mr. Lewis have been working out the details for2

transferring funds, and I'll leave it to them to3

update you in that regard.4

So the staff has made travel arrangements5

assuming an October 18th start date, and at this point6

we're looking forward to hearing from Mr. Reid on the7

status of the contract.  And so unless the Board would8

like me to describe any of the earlier activities9

described in the staff's September and October status10

report, I will stop here.11

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you, Ms. Simon.12

Judge Bollwerk, did you have any questions13

at this point for Ms. Simon?14

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I normally would have15

some questions for the staff, but I think it's16

important that we know what the status of the contract17

is.  So I guess I'd like to hear from Mr. Reid about18

that subject, if that would be appropriate.19

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  I totally agree.20

So, Mr. Reid, would you like to educate us21

about what's going on now?22

MR. REID:  Thank you.  The contract had to23

go through -- we were hoping to get the contract24

before the Tribal Land Committee, which is the25
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committee that needs to approve the contract, a week1

ago Monday, which would have been what, the 4th?  And2

at that time I was informed by the tribal3

representatives in this matter, Harold Salway and Tom4

Brings, that the Land Committee wanted the in-house5

counsel to review the contract first.  So they needed6

a week for that, which brought it up to yesterday,7

which was October 11th.  8

And I received an email from Mr. Salway9

yesterday, or maybe it was this -- it was this morning10

actually, that it was brought up to the Land Committee11

and he's waiting for a decision from the Land12

Committee.  We have no reason to believe it won't be13

approved; it's just a matter of going through the14

bureaucracy and making sure everyone's had a chance to15

look at it, which I think is important for everybody. 16

We don't want to run into a situation17

where we get a contract approved and then find out18

that there were some people that had some issues. 19

Just want to make sure.  And sometimes people have20

issues only because they say they didn't get an21

opportunity to see it before it was approved, even if22

they don't have any objections to the process itself. 23

So I think it's important that we take the time to do24

this.  25
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I apologize for that delay; it was1

unexpected, however we're still within the schedule2

that we had set up, which was to basically have the3

contract approved.  The contractor is ready to go.  He4

wants to start today on the 12th, so if we get5

approval, he's going to start his review of the past6

surveys and start an historic review in preparation7

for doing the on-the-ground survey and the8

interviewing that's required on the Reservation for9

the cultural parts of that.10

So I think we're still good to go.  I11

don't have final approval.  I contacted Mr. Salway two12

times today to find out if he heard anything and I13

haven't heard back from him.  Also I asked that they14

be available for this phone call, and even call in. 15

I don't think they've done that, but they have -- if16

they can hear me, maybe they can either email me or17

indicate to your staff whether or not they're on so18

they can answer questions.19

But at this point I've done -- we've done20

everything we can to move this forward.  And our21

deadline for the on-the-ground work for Mr. Rom and22

Quality Services; he's out of Rapid City, is October23

18th.  So we still have time, a few days, to get this24

worked out.  And so I think we're good to go.  25
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We've ironed out on the payment.  I think1

Mr. Lewis and I have ironed out how that can be done. 2

And we wanted to do it in a way that isn't going to3

delay the survey at all, so rather than having the4

money paid -- and I want to be transparent on all of5

this -- rather than having the money paid by Crow6

Butte to the Tribe and go through the tribal7

accounting bureaucracy that they have, I suggested8

that he pay it to my trust account.  We have a --9

what's called a COLTAF account in Colorado where the10

-- we put client funds.  And then I can pay the11

contractor directly out of the client funds and then12

make an accounting to my client.  And that's a much13

easier and quicker way to do that.  That's what I'm14

planning on doing.  15

So there shouldn't be -- and he's still --16

he's prepared to do a bank transfer, so there17

shouldn't be any delay.  It should take -- we can do18

that in an hour or two.  It's not a problem.  So the19

only thing we're waiting for is the final approval on20

the signing of the contract.  I can't give you any21

more information than that.22

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  Thank you.23

Crow Butte, is there anything you want to24

add to what Mr. Reid just said?25
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MR. LEWIS:  Yes.  We're pretty close to1

the goal line, and so I appreciate the efforts to get2

this done.  We need several things to complete the3

process:  We need of course notification that the4

contract's been approved, so we note.  5

We've also asked Mr. Reid to acknowledge6

our compensation agreement.  We've agreed to pay7

190,000, but there are some terms to it, which is that8

that discharges all our responsibility, that the Tribe9

will actually carry out the survey using its surveyor,10

the three elements.11

And then for the Tribe's benefit, that if12

anything's left over, they get to keep it and there's13

no need for accounting.  But we haven't yet got the14

acknowledgement back that that is our agreement.  We'd15

just like that -- it can be an email, but we'd like a16

-- you know, acknowledgement on the side that we have17

this agreement.18

And then payment instructions.  Yes, we're19

ready to make a wire transfer.  We still need actually20

the wire transfer instructions from Mr. Reid and some21

indication that the Tribe has authorized that.22

And so those are the items that from our23

side would just need checked off.  They could be done24

quickly, but we do need to check each of those boxes.25
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CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  Thank you.  When1

you say we're very close to the goal line, it makes me2

think of Lamar Jackson fumbling twice inside the five3

last night, so hopefully we're not going to see4

anything like that and we're going to get on through5

the goal line. 6

So anyway, Judge Bollwerk, is there7

anything you wanted to ask these counsel?8

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes, I have a couple of9

questions.10

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Go ahead.11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Just for the record I'm12

going to making reference to the final survey13

methodology, which is ADAMS Accession No. ML21252089,14

which was distributed to the Tribe and Crow Butte on15

September 8th.16

So I guess, Ms. Simon, let me start with17

you.  Has your contractor and Quality Services and Mr.18

Rom had any contact with each other, or does that have19

to wait until the contract is finalized?20

MS. SIMON:  The answer is no, Judge21

Bollwerk.  As I mentioned earlier, the staff has22

reached out to Mr. Rom and the -- Mr. Salway and Mr.23

Brings and Crow Butte's representative Mr. Hagman as24

the points of contact for logistics, and the plan is,25
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as I mentioned, to try to have a meeting either1

tomorrow or Thursday.2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So at this point I take3

it then you don't really have a good sense of whether4

for instance questions about the LeBeau approach,5

about the number of people that were going to be used,6

all the different details that were in the final7

methodology -- all that is acceptable to Quality8

Services?9

MS. SIMON:  As far as I know.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  It is or isn't, or you11

don't know?12

MS. SIMON:  I haven't heard anything from13

Mr. Reid or the Tribe indicating that it's not14

acceptable.15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  16

MR. REID:  Your Honor, perhaps I can17

answer that?18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  That would be great, Mr.19

Reid, if you have something --20

MR. REID:  Okay.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- you'd like to -- and22

we can go back and forth depending on how we need to,23

so we don't need to be too --24

MR. REID:  Okay.25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- formal here.1

MR. REID:  Okay.  A couple of things:  We2

have had considerable communications between the NRC3

staff counsel and Crow Butte's counsel and OST's4

counsel, and I think we've basically worked out all5

the logistics.  It's just a matter of doing it. 6

Quality Services is fine with the final survey7

methodology.  They will follow that.  That's their8

blueprint.  And they've already had -- we've had -- so9

it's been run by all the parties.  The contract is10

happy with it.  He's ready to go.  11

The contractor and the Tribe have had12

several conversations where they worked out the people13

that they want to have on the ground.  There's been14

some discussion about that already between the NRC15

staff and Crow Butte and OST counsel.  And the ones16

that are going to be on the ground will be the --17

probably Mr. Brings, Mr. Salway, one or two of the18

elders.  Spiritual advisors may be there as well.  I19

believe that Diana del Toro -- or Diaz Toro from the20

NRC staff will be there as well as Mr. Spangler.  And21

I'm not sure that Crow Butte plans on having anyone22

there except maybe somebody from the facility to show23

people around.  But as far as that, I think that's who24

will be on the ground.  And they're ready to go. 25
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That's my understanding.  The NRC staff has already1

made travel arrangements and are planning on being2

there.3

Now I think one thing that may please the4

Board is that the parties haven't had a discussion5

about at this point having counsel pull out of the6

process and allowing each -- the people who are7

actually doing the survey to go ahead and work it out8

among themselves so that Mr. Spangler can communicate9

directly with Mr. Rom and Quality Services and they10

can all communicate with the OST staff with Mr. Salway11

and Mr. Brings and do the survey without interference12

among counsel or other parties.13

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Well, I certainly know14

from the Powertech case that Quality Services and Mr.15

Rom were involved there as a port -- as a, excuse me,16

tribe consultant.  And I don't know if Mr. Spangler17

had much interaction with Mr. Rom; he may or may not18

know him, but hopefully that would be -- again the19

pedestrian survey that's going to be done here is not20

going to be done by counsel; it's going to be done by21

the folks you just mentioned.  So it would be22

important to get the boots on the ground and get23

everything moving along.  So you're absolutely right.24

Let me just ask, Ms. Simon, what do you25
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see as Mr. Spangler's role given the way this has1

played out in terms of what the Tribe's involved with,2

the contract is involved with?  What's Mr. Spangler3

going to be doing?4

MS. SIMON:  We've had some discussions5

about this in our counsel-to-counsel calls, and as6

laid out in the methodology Mr. Spangler's role is7

facilitation and he will be there as a person with8

archeological experience obviously who Mr. Rom can9

discuss things with if desired.  It's understood that10

Mr. Rom and Quality Services are leading the survey,11

so Mr. Spangler would not be directing him on what to12

do, but he would be there as a resource for logistical13

help, for supplying his expertise as requested.  And14

Ms. Diaz Toro or Ms. Trefethen might be there; they15

might swap out weeks as the NRC project manager, to16

answer any questions that would be -- an NRC person17

would be needed for.18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Can you describe -- I19

guess that we're talking a little bit about the field20

investigation in this context.  What about the oral21

history?  What is Mr. Spangler's role there, if any?22

MS. SIMON:  Well according to methodology23

that's really going to be handled by the Tribe, so we24

don't anticipate that he would be participating unless25
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there was some request from the Tribe.  As reported in1

our last status report we did provide guidance2

questions that had been requested by the Tribe to give3

a sense of what the NRC is looking for from the4

interviews, but -- and Mr. Spangler obviously had5

input into those, but our -- what we anticipate is6

that he would not be participating unless asked.7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me go8

back to Mr. Reid for a second.  So what is the9

contractor -- what is Quality Services' involvement10

going to be in the oral history process.11

MR. REID:  They have a Native Lakota12

speaker and a member of the Tribe on their staff and13

they will be working directly with Mr. Salway and Mr.14

Brings identifying the people who can provide them15

with the information they need, which would be the16

tribal historians, the elders, the spiritual advisors,17

the people that would have knowledge.  18

And they will be conducting the survey19

according to the methodology.  And there will be20

several steps.  They will take digital or audio21

recordings of the -- of each interview and then they22

will be producing a written summary rather than a23

transcript.  And that written summary then will be24

shared with I believe Mr. Spangler and then subject to25
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whatever confidentiality restrictions need to be made1

to protect sensitive information.  And that will be2

identified.  3

My whole goal here has been as transparent4

as possible.  And we also have a goal to release as5

much information as we can to the public so that you6

can see it and the NRC staff can see it and the7

members of the public can see it, but obviously there8

will have to be several levels.  I don't want to be a9

situation where everything is -- falls under an area10

of confidentiality because I think it's important.  11

I think it's a matter of governance as12

well because the NRC is a federal agency and it has a13

responsibility to the general public.  And I recognize14

that and I think my client does, too.  So giving that15

information that can be shared and there's also an16

opportunity frankly for the Lakota people to teach and17

educate the NRC, the Board, and the Commission, and18

the public of the significance of this area.  And they19

can't do that if they keep silent.  20

So we'll try to do that.  That will be21

part of the cultural survey.  And Mr. Rom is aware of22

this and he'll be following the methodology.  He'll be23

using people from the -- who are qualified who are24

identified by the Tribe and provided to him.  The25
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Tribe will likely go out with him so that he has1

credibility, although he may not be conducting the2

survey.  Maybe the tribal member and the Lakota3

language speaker.  We'll identify those who have4

difficulty with English and for those -- and there5

will be a digital audio recording with an English6

summary of those interviews.  7

And then the summaries will be provided to8

Mr. Spangler and Mr. Spangler will then prepare9

whatever summary.  They'll be included in the report10

as well and -- at least the results of the summaries. 11

And then Mr. Spangler can use those in developing the12

supplemental EA for the -- on the cultural issue with13

-- for the NRC staff.14

So I think we've been working well15

together.  I solicited the questions from the NRC16

staff that have been provided to -- or the issues,17

topics, questions that have been provided to the18

people that will be conducting the survey because I19

wanted to make sure that the -- I understand this is20

an NRC staff's obligation to prepare the supplemental21

EA.  It's a legal obligation as well as compliance22

with this Court's -- or this body's order as well as23

the Commission's order on this issue.  24

And so that compliance is their obligation25
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and that they have certain expectations.  I think1

Simon's made this very clear with me that they have2

certain expectations of what they need to get in terms3

of information in order to prepare the supplemental4

EA.5

So we don't want to cause any problems on6

that.  We don't want to have a situation where they're7

not provided -- where the NRC staff is not provided8

the information it needs.  And so we will cooperate in9

every way that we can.  10

So I solicited those questions, those11

topics, those issues.  Mr. Rom has seen those.  He's12

fine with them.  He will take those questionnaires13

with him and the -- and his staff in terms of14

completing the cultural resources survey, and15

hopefully that information can be obtained and then16

provided to Mr. Spangler and the NRC staff.  17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.18

MR. REID:  So I think we're in good shape19

on that.  We'll have to wait to see how it pans out,20

but Mr. Rom and Quality Services have done many21

surveys, mostly archeological surveys, some that22

required the cultural resources survey in order to23

identify.  24

What is normally done within their25
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profession would be they would use the cultural1

interviews in order to identify the sites that might2

have significance under the National Historic3

Preservation Act.  Here they understand that they have4

to do a little bit different scope, a different5

approach to this.  And they'll be preparing6

essentially an on-the-ground survey for the Section7

106 under the National Historic Preservation Act and8

that will be complemented with the cultural survey9

from the Reservation.  And they will probably take10

place at the same time so that they can complement11

each other.  But I think that's where we're heading at12

this (audio interference).13

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Has Mr. Rom provided you14

any feedback about the 15 working days for the field15

investigation or the 30 days for the oral history?16

MR. REID:  He's aware of that.  He says17

he's fine with his -- that's in the survey18

methodology.  He said he was okay with that.  He has19

not shown me any problems with it as all.20

As you know, I've requested some21

flexibility from that because many of the -- much of22

the language in the methodology would change from23

something that was soft and flexible to something that24

was hard.  Will to shall, may to must, those kinds of25
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things.  We still -- that objection has been noted I1

think in the record from us and -- but we'll do our2

best to stick with that.  And I'll work with Mr. Rom3

(audio interference) he sticks with that, if he can.4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So in terms of drafting5

the final report, or the draft and the final report6

that comes from the survey, both the field7

investigation and the oral history, who's going to8

have principal responsibility?  I know at one point9

the staff almost I think saw itself as taking this10

responsibility.  It got sort of flipped.  They're now11

going to be perhaps a commenter.  Who within --12

between the contractor and the Tribe is going to be13

doing the drafting for the report?14

MR. REID:  Mr. Rom will draft -- and15

Quality Services will draft the final report.  And16

that will then be delivered to the NRC staff and Mr.17

Spangler and they can do with it what they will.  They18

can accept it and write the EA from that report.  They19

can make whatever changes that they need or revisions20

or comments that they need to make, additions.  That's21

up to them.  What the Tribe will provide the NRC staff22

is a final report from Quality Services.23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Do you know24

who's going to be responsible for preparing the25
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geospatial mapping and the analysis portion of the1

report?2

MR. REID:  Yes, before we go onto that I3

should mention that it's in the methodology.  Mr.4

Spangler will be working with Mr. Rom and Quality5

Services in terms of the -- at the time of the6

preparation of the final report.  It will be in draft7

form and shared with the NRC staff and Mr. Spangler8

and they can make whatever comments that they want at9

that time.  And Mr. Rom can take them in consideration10

-- and Quality Services and make whatever changes or11

revisions that they feel might be appropriate with12

that.  13

So it's not that the NRC staff will be14

blind-sided on some report from Mr. Rom.  They will be15

-- they will participate and be aware of the report. 16

It's just that Mr. Rom will be the one preparing it. 17

They can make whatever comments they want.  And I18

think Crow Butte as well can make whatever comments19

they want.  Mr. Rom will take that in consideration20

before he issues the report.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  22

MR. REID:  On the mapping I'm not sure. 23

I think that's Mr. Rom that will make that24

determination, but I haven't had any conversations25
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with him on that.1

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.2

Let me go back to Ms. Simon a second.  So3

the final methodology indicates that the report is due4

60 days after the field investigation is completed. 5

And at some point Mr. Spangler and it sounds like6

maybe even Crow Butte are supposed to have an7

opportunity to see the report.  What's your8

expectation about when you're going to have an9

opportunity to comment on the draft?10

MS. SIMON:  I think that's something that11

we're actually going to have to discuss.  That's12

probably something that will be discussed with Mr. --13

between Mr. Rom and Mr. Spangler as part of these14

logistics meetings because I'm not -- I don't actually15

recall that there was something specific in the16

methodology about providing a draft after a certain17

amount of time, for example, and then giving a chance18

to comment because I think the methodology when it was19

written it still wasn't clear whether or not Mr.20

Spangler would be writing the report or whether the21

contractor would be.  So I think that's something that22

would need to be worked out.23

Adn given Mr. Rom's experience in this24

field and presumably he's written a number of reports25
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like this, it may not be necessary to have a detailed1

review, but I think that's something that will end up2

being worked out shortly, but later on.3

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  You're correct there's4

not a date in there, which is why I asked the5

question.  So I just wanted to see if you had a sense. 6

I understand this is all somewhat still in play in7

many instances about how this is going to be8

completed, but I just wanted to see if you had a sense9

of what was going to happen.10

So let me -- what is your expectation now11

about when you're going to see the final report?  And12

recognizing that we've got questions about weather,13

although it looks like next week and into the near14

future the weather out there is pretty good, but it15

can take a turn for the worse pretty promptly, what's16

your hope about seeing the final report?17

MS. SIMON:  Well, if you do the math -- so18

if they start next Monday, and given the weather won't19

be perfectly sunny and nice probably for 15 straight20

work days -- so allowing say a week of extra time for21

weather delays and things like that -- if they finish22

the survey by mid-November.  And if you go 60 calendar23

days from mid-November, you're in mid-January.  And so24

even if there is say a week or two of review time for25
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a draft, then I could see the report being finished by1

the end of January.  2

I will note that the staff's draft project3

schedule from March -- which was sent out in March had4

the final report being completed by the end of5

February.  So in terms of meeting that schedule I6

think the staff has some breathing room even if there7

is some period built in for review of a draft report8

and even if there is a little bit of slippage in9

completing the record.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Right.  Of course the11

difference for that schedule is it was sort of flipped12

to the degree -- at least as I read it, it sounded13

like the staff was going to be doing the drafting; the14

Tribe was going to be doing the commenting, and now15

it's vice versa.  But nonetheless, you're correct. 16

You're about on schedule in terms of that draft, that17

draft schedule.18

So let me talk to you a second about the19

EA supplement preparation process.  So once you have20

the final report what -- and looking again back at the21

March 5th schedule, which just for the record is ADAMS22

Accession No. ML21061A261, what -- how do you see that23

playing out?  Do you think that's still a good24

schedule?  You had there the -- providing a draft to25
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the environmental assessment to the Oglala Sioux Tribe1

for review, a 30-day review by the end of April.2

MS. SIMON:  Sorry.  I was just pulling it3

up.  Yes, I think the staff is --4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Although you said you5

hope to get it by the end of January, which this6

indicates the end of February.  So you've exactly7

moved up 30 days.8

MS. SIMON:  Right.  And depending on when9

the staff ultimately receives the final report, then10

these target dates could move up conceivably.  But I11

think that the staff is comfortable committing at this12

point to meeting these dates.13

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And that one had the14

Tribe having 30 days for review.  Is that still what15

you have in mind?16

MS. SIMON:  Yes, that's still the staff's17

plan.18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And that's separate again19

from the public comment process --20

MS. SIMON:  That's correct.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- correct?  Would Crow22

Butte have an opportunity to look at the report and23

comment on it at the same time, or is that a tribal24

given they gave you the report that it's based on?25
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MS. SIMON:  I don't think that the staff1

has considered whether Crow Butte would get an2

opportunity to respond, although I guess they could3

certainly respond as part of the public comment.  So4

I'd have to check with the staff as far as -- I think5

-- are you asking about during the time that the Tribe6

would be reviewing it?7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes.  In other words, if8

the Tribe seems to be getting here an additional --9

well, I don't want to say additional, but a preview of10

the report or a draft of the draft to be able to11

provide comments to you that you can then take into12

account in putting together the final draft, which13

that is subject to public comment.  So I'm wondering14

if Crow Butte is part of that process or not.15

MS. SIMON:  Let me just take a second, if16

you don't mind, and check with the staff.17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Thank you.18

(Pause.)19

MR. REID:  Judge Bollwerk, if you don't20

mind, while she's doing that can I get the accession21

number for the document you were referring to earlier?22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Sure, this is the March 23

-- it's March 5th, 2021.  This is the schedule that24

the staff originally circulated.  And it's ADAMS25
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Accession NO. ML21061A261.  And I believe it was --1

it's a public document.  It was given to all the2

parties I'm sure back then.3

MR. REID:  I have it.  Just make it easier4

for me to find it.  Yes, thank you.  5

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Sure.6

MS. SIMON:  Judge Bollwerk, this is Marcia7

Simon again.  So the staff has indicated that they8

would not plan on giving it to Crow Butte at that9

time, but Crow Butte could certainly provide comments10

during the public period.  And if Crow Butte requested11

it, it likely wouldn't be a problem, but the staff12

just is not at this point planning on doing that.13

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  14

Let me just go back to Mr. Reid then for15

a second.  If you all --16

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Hold on just one second.17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Oh, sure.  Go ahead.18

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Judge Bollwerk, I just19

wanted -- I don't want Mr. Lewis to be excluded from20

this conversation.  We were just talking about what21

Crow Butte was going to be allowed --22

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Sure.23

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  -- to do or not be24

allowed to do and I just want to make sure that this25
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iterative process that's going on where the staff and1

the Tribe are trying to get this report prepared is2

sort of envisioning and sort of this joint process. 3

I just want to make sure that Mr. Lewis is okay with4

that.5

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Right.  And again we're6

talking about the EA here, not -- the draft EA, not7

the draft survey report.8

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Right, right, right.  9

Mr. Lewis?10

MR. LEWIS:  Yes, I've not discussed this11

with my client.  I appreciate Marcia saying that.  If12

we request it, it probably isn't a problem.  And so13

I'll address that down the road and talk to my client14

to see if then or just during the comment period.15

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.16

Lewis.  17

Okay.  Now, Judge Bollwerk, you can go18

back.  I just wanted to --19

MS. SIMON:  I'm sorry.  Actually --20

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  -- close the loop;21

that's all.22

MS. SIMON:  Judge Gibson, this is Marcia23

Simon.24

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Yes.25
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MS. SIMON:  Could I just add one thing?1

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Yes.2

MS. SIMON:  The staff has indicated to me3

that they view this -- providing the draft EA4

supplement to the Tribe as sort of a government-to-5

government type of sharing.  6

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Yes.7

MS. SIMON:  And so that's why they set8

aside just giving it to the Tribe as opposed to9

providing it also to Crow Butte at that time.  So that10

is a consideration.  But again, we can -- as Mr. Lewis11

indicated, we can discuss that down the road.12

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Right.  It just seems to13

me that we are -- you all have been marching together14

hand in hand pretty well so far and I don't want us to15

get to a point where we're not there.  And that's all. 16

But anyway, that's all.17

Judge Bollwerk, I think you had another18

question.19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Right.  I just wanted to20

go back -- and this is actually a good clarification21

because we just talked about the environmental22

assessment supplement.  Let's go back for one second23

just to clarify or make sure everyone's on the same24

page.25
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In terms of the report, Mr. Reid, the1

report that's going to be prepared by the Tribe, you2

had mentioned that you -- that that methodology3

contemplates the staff -- the staff's contractor4

having an opportunity to look at the draft of the5

report and you'd indicated you had no objection, if I6

understood, if Crow Butte looked at it as well and7

commented on it, is that correct, at the same time?8

MR. REID:  Well, it's whatever is in the9

survey methodology.  I didn't go back and look at it. 10

Obviously we think it's a product of the NRC staff11

with the Tribe.  Because of the sensitivity of some of12

the material in terms of the cultural sensitivity I13

prefer to keep the sharing of that material at a14

minimum.  It's our preference that it be worked out15

between the NRC staff and the Tribe.  16

If Crow Butte feels like they need to look17

at it for any reason, I'm willing to engage in that18

discussion, but I don't think I can I can make an19

amendment at this point.  Whatever the methodology20

says we'll abide by that.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  I believe the methodology22

says -- mentions the Tribe and the NRC staff.  It23

doesn't say anything about Crow Butte.24

MR. REID:  Right.  That's my25
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understanding, too, but I wanted to make sure I was1

within the guidelines of the methodology.2

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So, Mr. Lewis, not to3

exclude you, is there anything you want to say about4

that before I move on?5

MR. LEWIS:  No.  I'm looking at the6

methodology now because I can't recall.  But the7

methodology was circulated and looked at, so whatever8

was in there was what we were willing to agree to.9

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you.10

MS. SIMON:  Judge Bollwerk, this is Marcia11

Simon.  Excuse me.  In Section 5.3 of the methodology12

it actually states that after the survey report is13

completed a copy including the information on14

locations of identified sites would be provided to15

Crow Butte and Crow Butte will have access to the16

information in the report in support of its licensing17

activities so it can seek to avoid impacting such18

locations.  So that language was added to the final19

methodology.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So they get the report21

but not the draft necessarily?22

MS. SIMON:  Correct.  23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.24

MS. SIMON:  Yes.25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  I appreciate the1

clarification.2

So, Ms. Simon, while I got you, let me put3

this question to you, and then obviously the parities4

will want to comment:  Are the parties aligned on the5

protection if sensitive information that might result6

from the field investigation or the oral history or7

the report preparation process including any --8

whether any changes need to be made to the existing9

protective order?  Is there anything that we need to10

do in that regard?11

MS. SIMON:  We have discussed -- at our12

meeting among counsel on October 1st we did discuss --13

Mr. Reid did bring up the non-disclosure declarations14

and that he was going to arrange with Quality Services15

and with any tribal members who had not already signed16

them to have those prepared.  I haven't heard anything17

from Mr. Reid about any changes needed to the18

protective order, so as far as the staff is concerned19

there aren't any changes needed.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Mr. Reid,21

anything you want to say about the protective order or22

the sensitive information at this point?23

MR. REID:  We're having everyone sign the24

agreement to abide by the protective order that is25
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involved in either survey.  That includes the cultural1

survey as well.  And if changes need to be made, I2

think we can either do that by agreement of the3

parties or approach the Board.4

One thing I will say is I think we have5

general agreement in terms of the level of security6

that's involved in the protection of this information. 7

And there would be a base level where there might be8

some information that the Tribe -- particularly9

sensitive spiritual information and maybe some10

cultural historic information that cannot be shared11

outside of the Tribe itself.  That would be the12

highest level of protection.  13

But there would still be a summary of that14

information.  If that information was provided for15

example in preparing the cultural survey, there would16

be a summary, but the details about that information17

would not be provided to Mr. Spangler or the NRC18

staff.  They can certainly challenge that or question19

it if they want to.  We'd be happy to work with them20

on that.21

The second level then would be information22

that the Tribe is comfortable sharing with the NRC23

staff for the preparation of the EA and Mr. Spangler,24

but should not go public.  And for example, the25
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specific -- the location of specific sites on the --1

within the license area.  Some of that may need -- if2

it's a burial site for example that may need to be3

kept away from the public, but obviously they need to4

know where it's located as well as Crow Butte.  So5

that would be the second level.6

And then the third level would be that7

information that's not protected.  So we're looking --8

and I think the parties are okay with that.  I haven't9

heard any disagreement with that.  There won't be any10

-- it's like we normally do in legal processes.  If11

for example there's information that needs to be12

withheld from discovery, then you're required by the13

rules of discovery to describe the substance of that14

information and why it's being withheld.  And we'll15

follow that rule on all information that is obtained16

during the survey but might be withheld under the17

protective order.  And hopefully we can -- I don't see18

it as a big issue.  I think it's something we can work19

out as we go along.  Thank you.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.21

Mr. Lewis, anything you want to say with22

regard to the protective order or protected23

information, sensitive information?24

MR. LEWIS:  The protective order has25
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looked fine to us.  We don't have any proposed1

changes.  As Mr. Reid accurately said, we do expect to2

get the report.  We'll protect any sensitive3

information, but it is important for us to have that4

information so that if there are sites, we can avoid5

them and we know where they are.  We're on the same6

wavelength there.  7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  8

Ms. Simon, let me just circle back to you. 9

Anything you heard Mr. Reid say that you have an issue10

with or a concern?11

MS. SIMON:  No, we discussed the several12

levels of information and I think from the staff's13

perspective if there is information that the Tribe14

feels is too sensitive to share with anyone outside15

the Tribe, then that's fine.  And presumably any16

summary of information gleaned from that more specific17

information that can't be shared would be at a level18

that they feel comfortable sharing with the staff and19

perhaps making public or perhaps not, but they could20

specify that.  So I think -- and I think that what Mr.21

Reid has proposed works within the framework of the22

existing protective order.23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.24

MR. REID:  (Audio interference) --25
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(Simultaneous speaking.)1

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Oh, I'm sorry.  Someone2

else?3

MR. REID:  It's Andrew Reid.4

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes?5

MR. REID:  If I may simply add real quick,6

it benefits all the parties because for example I7

don't think that the Tribe wants to withhold8

information if it's important to have that information9

before the Board so that it could protect the Tribe's10

interests.  So I think to the extent that the Tribe11

can share whatever information regarding its interests12

in the area, in the activities, and so forth.  I think13

that's very important.  14

So it's not a matter of -- we're not in a15

hide-the-ball situation.  It's where the Tribe16

hopefully -- I understand and hopefully I think my17

client understands, the Tribe understands that it18

can't protect these areas if it can't provide the19

information to the agency and to Crow Butte that's20

necessary for them to identify and protect the areas. 21

It won't be a situation where we'll be trying to hide22

any information that we believe is necessary to23

protect the Tribe's interests.  Thank you.24

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 25
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I'm not going to speak for the Board, but just from my1

own perspective and what I saw in Powertech we had2

several instances where the Tribe expressed concerns3

about sensitive information but we could never get any4

more detail or more of a -- if you have a problem,5

please come to the Board and let us know.  That's what6

we're here for.  It sounds like you're pretty much in7

a situation where you're going to be able to work this8

out, but if it's not working out, come see us because9

hat's what we're here for.  I'll just make that10

comment.11

Let me go to Crow Butte for a second.  And12

it sounds like at this point that the fixed-price13

agreement is in place and that would include also the14

costs for the field investigation, the oral history15

and the report preparation process.  Is that correct?16

MR. LEWIS:  That's correct.  All three of17

those elements are important because we priced it18

based on the Tribe performing all three of those19

elements.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And I take it the21

introduction of Quality Services has not caused any22

issues in terms of the fixed-price agreement?23

MR. LEWIS:  Not that I'm aware of.24

(Simultaneous speaking.)25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- recent, but no?  Okay.1

MR. LEWIS:  I'm not aware.  I mean you'd2

have to ask Mr. Reid, but as far as my understanding3

is that the amount that we've proposed is sufficient4

and probably more than sufficient.5

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  So not from your6

perspective?7

(Simultaneous speaking.)8

MR. LEWIS:  -- have sort of a bounding9

fixed number so that we didn't have to worry about10

specifying hours and limits, give them more11

flexibility to do it the way they needed to do it.12

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  And in terms of per diem13

or lodging, I take it that's all within the ambit of14

the fixed-price agreement?15

MR. LEWIS:  Yes, in fact in our pricing16

there was a specific number of people and per diem17

costs that went into that estimate.18

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Right.  Let me just stop19

there.20

Mr. Reid, anything you want to say about21

the fixed-price agreement given what I've -- my22

discussion with counsel from Crow Butte?23

MR. REID:  No, that's correct.  And I24

believe I did let Mr. Lewis know in a subsequent email25
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that his basic outline of the arrangements on that1

agreement were acceptable to the Tribe subject to the2

approval of the contract.  I'll go back and -- if I3

didn't convey that, I'll go back and make sure he's4

aware of that so he has a written record.  5

I do understand that Crow Butte doesn't6

want to be in a situation where the Tribe is coming7

back at them and saying that they need more money. 8

They want this to be covering the entire expense.  I9

agree with that.10

And just so that the Board knows, it also11

covers payment to the people that would be12

interviewed.  So for example, if you're a Lakota13

spiritual advisor and you have expertise, you should14

be paid for your expertise.  But we've put in there15

payment for the people that are being interviewed and16

the people with historical knowledge or the cultural17

or spiritual knowledge.  They will be compensated as18

well.  Thank you.19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  That's interesting20

because in Powertech that was the Tribe's position and21

we never got to that point, but it seemed that they22

prevailed on that point.23

Let me go back to Mr. Lewis just one24

second.  One of the items that the parties discussed25
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was the possible need for tribal members to perform1

appropriate ceremonies in the event certain artifacts2

or relics were discovered.  Do you believe the Tribe3

and Crow Butte are in alignment about the process if4

this becomes necessary?5

MR. LEWIS:  Yes, though there was -- at6

some point there was a question about whether there7

could be open fires, and the answer to that was no8

simply as a safety matter with the grass and prairie9

land.  So I think those kind of details can be10

discussed in preparation of the survey, but in general11

no.  And again because we came up with this bounding12

firm fixed price, it allows the Tribe and their13

contractor the flexibility to do what is necessary in14

that respect.15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Mr. Reid,16

anything you want to say about the possibility or the17

need for tribal ceremonies and your understanding with18

Crow Butte, or the staff frankly?19

MR. REID:  I'm sorry.  Did you direct that20

at me?21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Yes, I'm sorry.  I did. 22

I wanted to see if you had any comments about what Mr.23

Lewis just said.24

MR. REID:  Okay.  This is Andrew Reid. 25
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Yes, and we've had discussions with that with the NRC1

staff.  Let's say for example they come across a grave2

site.  I think the Tribe has indicated that there's a 3

ceremony that they will probably have to conduct. 4

They'll have to stop; do ceremony.  We had discussions5

about who would participate in that ceremony.  For6

example, the NRC staff may have to leave and come back7

while the ceremony is done, those kinds of things.  8

I think we -- again, I think the parties9

are working well together on that.  I haven't heard10

any resistance from Crow Butte on that.  I think it11

will work out.  I honestly don't think that we have an12

issue of that.  We're not looking at a week-long Sun13

Dance.  14

We're looking at ceremonies that would be15

site-specific in regards -- the only other major16

ceremony that may be required would be if there's any17

kind of a healing ceremony for the damage that's been18

done to the earth from the facility and to the water,19

groundwater and so forth.  There's been some20

discussion of that.  I think we can probably work that21

out with Crow Butte as well.  And that could actually22

be done in the undisturbed area perhaps or some other23

area where it would not interfere at all with what24

Crow Butte's activities are at this point.25
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And I understand the fire dangers.  I1

think the Native people are quite aware of that and2

will respect -- we'll have that discussion when3

necessary.  Also the ceremonies that I've been a part4

of, for example regarding the grave sites or bones or5

artifacts that may need to be repatriated, those are6

generally (audio interference) ceremonies or maybe the7

burning of sage or -- a very limited amount of fire is8

necessary for that.  I don't see that as being a9

problem.  Thank you.10

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Would Quality Services11

have any involvement in that or is that again12

basically a tribal thing?13

MR. REID:  Well, that would be up to the14

Tribe.  Like I said, they have a member who is a15

Lakota person, member of the Tribe, speaks Lakota. 16

And if the Tribe wants -- because Mr. Rom is not17

Lakota.  If he's willing -- and we've had this18

discussion with Mr. Rom.  If he has to leave, he has19

to leave.  And they'll do their -- they'll do what20

they need to do and then call him back.21

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.22

Ms. Simon, anything you want to say about23

the question of ceremonies?24

MS. SIMON:  Just that from the NRC's25
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perspective if Crow Butte has made a determination1

regarding the safety of the site and fires, then the2

staff's position is that there should not be fires. 3

I think if -- given the situation out west -- I don't4

know how things are in -- were in Nebraska this5

summer, but if it's very dry and it's grassland and6

prairie land anyway, it's a safety determination that7

seems appropriate given the circumstances.  And even8

something as minor as burning sage has to start with9

lighting something and I think that if Crow Butte10

determines that that can't be done, then the NRC would11

support that.12

And I guess as far as the healing13

ceremonies, the staff's view on that is that that's14

something that doesn't necessarily fall within the15

methodology.  That's something that could be done --16

it's not part of identifying sites and it's not part17

of what the staff is attempting to address, but it18

certainly could be done separately in arrangement with19

Crow Butte.  The staff would not object to that.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  21

Mr. Lewis, anything else you want to say22

on this subject?23

MR. LEWIS:  Yes, just there is a24

requirement that Crow Butte personnel escort visitors25
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on the site.  We do need to respect that.  That1

doesn't mean they need to be close by, probably within2

eyeshot.  I'm not sure they could be completely gone. 3

I just want to identify that we do have some4

limitations on maintaining escorted access.5

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you.  6

Mr. Reid, anything further?7

MR. REID:  Yes.  I think I'm sorry to hear8

Ms. Simon's response and Crow Butte's comments on the9

fire.  As you probably know, ceremony is an integral10

part of the Lakota culture and for them to participate11

and do this survey it may be an integral part of the12

survey.  So I mean if they can't light a pipe and do13

a ceremony or do some smudging with sage, which14

they've done, and they -- it's a daily activity on the15

Reservation, which is just as dry as this area and16

they don't start fires.  17

Frankly it's insulting.  It's culturally18

insensitive.  And it could be a real problem if they19

get out there and they find a grave site and they20

can't conduct ceremony.  It could stop the entire21

survey.  I'm willing to work with the other parties on22

this, but I just need to emphasize the importance of23

the spiritual obligations of the Lakota people to24

respect their ancestors and the elders and ancestral25
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grounds and so forth.  It could be a real problem. 1

It's a different cultural approach.  I mean, the2

concept of having to get a fire permit alone is3

something that's culturally offensive to them.  4

But I'm willing to be open about that.  We5

can see what happens.  And if it does come up, then we6

can have that discussion at that time.  And it would7

be nice to know that they would trust the Tribe to be8

sensitive about that issue because they have -- long9

before White people ever came into that area and10

certainly have, I think, a better history with fire11

than the settlers that are there.  Most of the big12

fires in the area are not -- in fact all of the big13

fires that I'm aware of were not created by the Lakota14

people.  They were created by the settlers around15

there and the hunters and so on.  It could be a big16

problem.  17

I'm sorry to raise that.  This is the18

first thing I've heard that could be a real problem.19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Right.  Ms. Simon,20

anything further you want to say on the subject?21

MS. SIMON:  Well, I just want to reiterate22

that it's really up to Crow Butte to make a23

determination as to what they think is safe.  And if24

they feel it's safe to light a pipe or light sage, I25
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don't know -- I'm not familiar with that, so I don't1

know exactly what's involved in it.  But if they're2

okay with it and it's done carefully, then the staff3

is not going to object.  4

But I think the NRC's overarching concern5

with the safety of the site is just that you can't6

just say that any type of fire is going to be allowed7

because if there's a fire at the site, then that could8

cause public health and safety issues.  But I think we9

-- Mr. Reid's right.  I think we can have discussions10

and that's something that can be discussed in11

logistics.  12

The other thing is it's not clear yet what13

they're going to find, and so that can also be -- I14

think it's good to think about it ahead of time, but15

it may not even come up.  But I think we can work it16

out.  17

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Certainly --18

MS. SIMON:  I'd like to hear from Mr. --19

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  -- forewarned as20

forearmed.  Yes.21

MS. SIMON:  See what Mr. -- if Mr. Lewis22

has any comments.23

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  That's where I was24

headed.25
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Mr. Lewis, you started this, so I'll go1

back to you.2

MR. LEWIS:  I certainly did not mean to be3

insulting or insensitive.  And I'm not really aware of4

what the hazard is from a sage smudge, so I think5

that's something that could be discussed as part of6

the logistical preparation.  And if it's not a hazard,7

then it shouldn't be a problem.  And I just think we8

need more information.  I just to indicate though that9

there are some limits and if it was a real fire10

hazard, it would be a problem.11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.12

I will note it's supposed to snow out there tomorrow,13

but hopefully that won't happen.  We'll have to see. 14

It's in the forecast anyway.15

So let me go back to Ms. Simon and just16

sort of ask anything else the Board should be aware of17

that we haven't discussed?18

MS. SIMON:  No, Judge Bollwerk.  I can't19

think of anything.20

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  21

Mr. Lewis, anything that we should be22

aware of we haven't discussed?23

MR. LEWIS:  I think the only other item24

that was on my checklist that we haven't discussed --25
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in our discussion with Mr. Reid he'd indicated he1

would check with the Consolidated Interveners.  We've2

understood through this process that the Oglala Sioux3

Tribe was sort of taking the lead, but to make sure4

that what we're doing is also at this point not5

objectionable to the Consolidated Interveners.  And I6

haven't had a report back on that yet.7

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  All right.  Well, you8

made a good point and I think Judge Gibson will be9

going there as soon as I'm done, so --10

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Correct.11

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Mr. Reid, anything that12

we haven't discussed that you think we should have13

talked about?14

MR. REID:  No, I'm fine.  Thank you.15

JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Thank you.16

All right.  Judge Gibson, back to you.17

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you.18

Okay.  Well first of all, let's go to --19

I've got a few things I wanted to say, but let's let20

Consolidated Interveners -- Mr. Ballanco and Mr.21

Frankel, is there anything else?  Having heard all of22

this, is there anything else that you need to bring to23

our attention, or are you pleased, or you have any24

concerns?  Please let us know that.25
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MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor. 1

This is Tom Ballanco for Consolidated Interveners.  I2

do -- I think like everybody we were a little3

surprised when Mr. Mentz and his firm were unable to4

be contracted, however I do think it's very valuable,5

the methodology they were able to work out.  And we're6

somewhat impressed that a replacement seemingly7

acceptable firm was available to step in.  8

And I think as Judge Bollwerk probably can9

identify, this appears like a much more functional10

working relationship than in the Powertech case.  And11

we're happy to see that.  The Tribe did invite12

Consolidated Interveners to have any additional13

personnel as part of the survey.  I think we are14

comfortable with the Tribe leading this.15

As always, this -- where the Tribe has16

stepped in we think we're doing well on that, so as17

far as Consolidated Interveners are concerned we are18

comfortable with the direction the Tribe is going.19

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Very well.20

Just to be sure, Mr. Frankel, I assume21

you're fine with everything Mr. Ballanco said and you22

don't have anything else to say.  But if there is,23

please let us know what it is.24

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel for25
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Consolidated Interveners.  Thank you, Your Honor. 1

Nothing to add.2

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  Thank you so3

much.4

Well, I want to I guess reiterate what Mr.5

Ballanco just said, which is I am pleasantly surprised6

that this process has gotten where it is, and other7

than an inadvertent statement that could be taken as8

insulting today, I think we have -- you all have9

demonstrated an incredible capacity, all counsel.  And10

I want to commend you for it, for sticking with this11

and for not taking things personally and for not being12

strident, because that does get in the way.  13

To be able -- for counsel to step back14

from this and to allow the experts to actually go to15

work and to come up with some protocols and a working16

relationship to me is just astounding.  Some day there17

will probably be Ph.D. dissertations written on this18

process that you all constructed.  19

So I just -- I want to commend all of you20

for it.  I want to encourage no one to say anything21

that's insulting or to be insulted, but to just put22

your hands down and say I think that that could be23

taken as insulting; you probably didn't intend it that24

way; could you please rephrase that; could you please25
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reconsider that, so that we can all stay on the same1

page of the same hymnal, because I think you all are 2

-- really are inside the five-yard line.  And I don't3

think you're going to fumble it like Lamar Jackson did4

last night.  Twice.5

So that's all I was going to say.  I just6

wanted to commend all of you for what I think is a7

superb effort and it is -- you all have done a great8

job.  9

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Judge Gibson, this is Judge10

Arnold.  11

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Judge Arnold.12

JUDGE ARNOLD:  I do have a question.13

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Yes, I'm sorry.  I'm14

sorry. Judge Arnold.  15

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Okay.  Earlier in this16

conference Mr. Reid was talking about the contract17

signing and noting that it is not yet signed.  And I'm18

just wondering if there is a consensus amongst the19

parties about a drop-dead date for that signing such20

that if the contract is not signed by that date, then21

the survey will not start on the 18th.  That's an open22

question to any of the parties.23

Mr. Reid?24

MR. REID:  Yes, I appreciate the25
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importance of that because for one it has to be done1

before the snow hits.  And so a drop-dead date is2

important and could force people to get there.3

But now that we're on the two-yard line,4

I don't think we want to call the game.  So I do think5

that if there is -- and I recognize that oftentimes6

the Tribe moves at a bit of snail's pace because the7

tribal officers don't like to do anything; and I8

appreciate, that without knowing that they have the9

approval of the tribal council and the you know.10

So I would be against a drop-dead date. 11

I do think we need to have a firm date.  I think12

that's what we have.  And it's in the survey13

methodology.  The language was -- over my objection,14

was changed from will to shall and then I think it15

includes on these dates.  But if we can't meet those16

dates, I don't think we want to go back to square one17

and can the survey.  I think we need to -- that's my18

role as counsel.  I think it's our assignment to --19

and primarily in my and Lorraine's and others as20

counsel in this process to get it worked out.  And I21

think we've shown that we've been successful at this22

point.  But I would be very much against a drop-dead23

date.24

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Well, let me just ask this: 25
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If it ends up being the 16th and it's not signed, do1

you want the staff to still travel out there on the2

17th?3

MR. REID:  Well, I've informed the staff4

that they're going out there at their own risk, and5

they understand that.6

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Okay.  7

MR. REID:  So they understand that.  I8

mean, I was quite clear with Simon that it's subject9

to the approval of the Tribe.  I couldn't guarantee10

that they were going to approve it on the 4th, and in11

fact it didn't happen on the 4th.  I said we'll try on12

the 11th, and I'm still waiting to hear back from13

that.  I do know they took it up.  It was on their14

agenda yesterday. I'm waiting to hear back from the15

Tribe.  16

And so I think between the 11th and the17

18th I think there's a very, very, very good chance18

we'll get it worked out.  But if we don't get it19

worked out by the 18th and Mr. Rom cannot start, then20

we'll have to change their tickets.  That's the21

logistics issue.  It may cost them a little money, but22

I think that's the price we pay for getting this done. 23

But that's my position.24

MS. SIMON:  This is Marcia Simon.  If I25
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could just make a few comments.  The methodology1

didn't have a specific date in it, so it just had a2

range.  And as far as a drop-dead date for the staff,3

I think, Mr. Reid and Judge Arnold, you're correct4

that the staff is going to need to know obviously5

before they travel.  6

If the staff finds out -- the staff could7

conceivably travel out and if it was going to start on8

the 19th or the 20th, it would still be worthwhile to9

travel out on the 18th.  And it is correct that the10

staff can -- the government people, the NRC staff11

members can change their travel without penalty. 12

There might be an issue with Mr. Spangler's, but if13

that's the case, so be it.14

It is important to have a reasonably15

definitive date because there does need to be some16

predictability.  And when the staff chose the 18th,17

they chose it three weeks ahead of time with the idea18

that they needed to -- there was needed to be a19

balance between the weather and making travel20

arrangements.  And also Crow Butte had indicated that21

they need to provide notice to the land owners that22

they're going to be entering their land.23

And we did understand from Mr. Reid that24

it wasn't guaranteed, but he was pretty confident I25
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would say.  I think that's an accurate presentation. 1

And certainly it's -- he can't control the bureaucracy2

of the Tribe.3

So if it ends up not being the 18th, then4

I would hope that the 25th would be possible.  It5

would be very disappointing if the survey can't get6

done in the fall.  When we met with the Tribe in7

September, when the staff met with the Tribe and Crow8

Butte there were specific questions about are these9

start dates feasible?  And the indication was that10

yes, they were feasible.  The indication from the11

Tribe and Crow Butte was that yes, they were feasible. 12

And it would be not major issues to get the survey13

started by one of these dates.  14

So our hope would -- we're still -- I15

think there's a really good chance.  And I agree with16

Mr. Reid, I think there's a really good chance.  For17

all we know, maybe the Tribe has -- the Land Committee18

has approved it and it's been signed and we just --19

Mr. Reid hasn't heard yet.  So we'll continue to be20

optimistic about that.  Or if not, then that it will21

be signed in the next day or two and this will all be22

moot point.  And if it's not, then we'll deal with it. 23

So I apologize for the long-winded answer.24

JUDGE ARNOLD:  Okay.  Any other parties25
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want to comment?1

(No audible response.)2

JUDGE ARNOLD:  That's my only question.3

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you, Judge Arnold.4

I'm terribly sorry that I didn't ask if5

you had anything else.  I'm glad that you jumped in6

there.7

Sorry.  My dog's barking.  8

Okay.  I would like to ask one other9

thing, and that is I know the staff always provides us10

with a monthly status report, and those are incredibly11

helpful to us.  But if you all could please just send12

an email to Mr. Curry to let him know that yes, the13

survey is going to start on the 18th, or it's not and14

it's instead going to start on this date, we'd really15

appreciate it.  We're very interested in your progress16

and we just want to know if it's going forward and17

well.  Would you all do that, Ms. Simon?18

MS. SIMON:  Absolutely.19

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you very much.20

Now with that, Judge Arnold, do you have21

anything else?22

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No, I don't.23

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  And, Judge Bollwerk, do24

you have anything else?25
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JUDGE BOLLWERK:  Just to the degree that1

I would like to echo your comments.  Back in November,2

almost a year ago when we talked about this Ms. Simon3

said we're going to finish -- we're going to start in4

the fall.  And I said that's an incredibly aggressive5

schedule.  And you have done it basically, more or6

less.  Not quite there yet.  It's two-yard one, one-7

yard line, wherever we're at.  8

But I think you all -- and I mentioned at9

the last status conference that you had a lot of work10

over the next months, two months to do to get this to11

fall into place, and you look like you've basically12

done it.  So I would congratulate counsel, those of13

who are consultants, the project managers for the NRC14

staff, Mr. Spangler as a consultant, those that are15

working with the Tribe, and those that are helping Mr.16

Lewis.  17

Almost there.  Got to push it over the18

goal line here, but you do, as Judge Gibson said,19

deserve a tremendous amount of credit.  This has not20

gone the way of Powertech, which is a good thing in21

many respects.  So I congratulate all of you and22

hopefully well get something next week saying you're23

ready to go forward or you know when you're going to24

go forward.  That would be a good email for Ian to25
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receive, so thank you.1

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Yes, Mr. Ballanco, Mr.2

Frankel, and I have been on this since 2008, so we're3

all encouraged after this long time and we appreciate4

the good efforts you guys have put in.5

Okay.  Counsel, is there anything else6

that you need to bring to our attention?7

Ms. Simon?8

MS. SIMON:  I would just like to say that9

although Lamar Jackson did fumble twice inside the10

five, they did win.11

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  They did.  They sure12

did.13

MS. SIMON:  I take that as a good omen14

going forward for this.  Thank you.15

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  Mr. Reid, did you16

have anything else you needed to bring to our17

attention?18

MR. REID:  The Denver Broncos did not win,19

but that's --20

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  (Laughter.)21

MR. REID:  -- their problem.  22

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  The Ravens spanked them23

pretty bad.24

MR. REID:  Right.  But I did want to25
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respond a little bit to your comment about civility1

among counsel, and I --2

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Yes.3

MR. REID:  -- assume that that was4

referring to my comments about the issues around the5

fires being offensive.6

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Right.7

MR. REID:  And I did not mean that8

personally towards counsel.  What I'm talking about is9

cultural offensiveness.  And that I think that all of10

us who are not Lakota; and that includes myself as11

well, as well as Mr. Ballanco and Mr. Frankel and12

those that speak for -- in this proceeding speak for13

the Lakota people and on these issues -- that cultural14

sensitivity has to be up front.  15

And that when I see something that from my16

knowledge might be culturally insensitive, even though17

it's not intentional, I believe I have an obligation18

to speak up on it.  And certainly a ceremony is one of19

the most important issues.  It's the heart and soul of20

the Lakota people, so anything that restricts ceremony21

is a major issue for us.  I just want to make sure22

that that's a record.  23

And hopefully that all of us can be24

sensitive enough to the -- and that's what we're25
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serving here; it's the interest of the Lakota people 1

-- that all of us can be sensitive enough to their2

interests, that hopefully we can make accommodations3

where necessary and where we can to make this work. 4

So that's all I had to say.5

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you.  6

MR. REID:  Thank you.7

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Reid.8

Mr. Lewis, is there anything you need to9

say before we adjourn?10

MR. LEWIS:  No, nothing further.  Thank11

you.12

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  Mr. Ballanco, Mr.13

Frankel, is there anything else you need to say before14

we adjourn?15

MR. BALLANCO:  No, Your Honor.  Thank you.16

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Okay.  17

MR. FRANKEL.  No, Your Honor.  Thank you.18

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  So appreciated.19

So before we do adjourn I again want to20

note the superb support that we've received from21

Andrew Welkie, who's been overseeing all of our22

technical work here.  I think it's gone almost23

flawlessly.  We've all been able to stay in sync.  24

I want to recognize as well Sara Culler,25
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our administrative assistant, who's worked on this1

matter for many years and done a great job. 2

I want to -- sorry, my dog's barking3

there.  I would also like -- let me just ask the court4

reporter:  Is there any clarification you need about5

anything that has been said today?6

COURT REPORTER:  I have a few questions7

about names.  We don't need to handle them on the8

record.9

CHAIRMAN GIBSON:  Good.  Okay.  Hold on10

just a second then.11

I would ask for all counsel to remain on12

the line to provide the clarification for the court13

reporter so that record can be as complete as14

possible.15

And with that, Judges Arnold, Bollwerk,16

and I will sign off and we will stand adjourned.  And17

thank you again and best of luck for the rest of the18

month.19

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went20

off the record at 4:22 p.m.)21

22

23

24

25
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